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Articles, company’s communications, 
whitepapers, academic works, podcast, 

and sources not to be missed on the 
topic of space cybersecurity over a 

specified timeframe. 

Timeframe : Weekly 

# of articles identified : 24 

Est. time to read : 35 minutes

This week's RISK score is 51%. There are
several reasons for this score, including
news about the development of threats and
military capabilities from Russia. Also this
week, Russia has launched new military-
related satellites suspected of being
dedicated to intelligence. On the market
front, the European Union is continuing its
efforts to improve safety by encouraging
call for proposals under the 4S program.
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On the technological front, initiatives to improve the resilience of GPS-related
vulnerabilities are on the rise. As for the threat intel this week, Russia has renewed its
in-orbit eavesdropping capabilities through the Luch/Olymp 2 activities. Finally, the
UK Space Conference has been announced. It aims at giving an insight into how the
approach on cyber securing assets fits with that of the space community as a whole
to promote resilience at an eco-system level.
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С космодрома Плесецк запустили космические аппараты в интересах Минобороны (Trad.: Plesetsk 
Cosmodrome launches spacecraft in the interests of the Ministry of Defense)
The Soyuz-2.1b launcher, believed to carry a Lotos-S electromagnetic intelligence satellite, took off from Plesetsk. 
#Intelligence #Lotos-S
Link: https://tass.ru/kosmos/19131125
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CALL FOR PROPOSALS: 'Cybersecurity as Enabler for Secure Satellite Communications and 
Resilient Applications’.
This Space Systems for Safety and Security (4S) Call for Proposals aims to foster the development of innovative satellite 
communications technologies, products, systems and downstream applications which address these challenges. 
#ESA #CallforProposal
Link: https://www.linkedin.com/posts/spacesolutions_esa-safetyandsecurity-cybersecurity-activity-
7121797416915226624-KRGG/
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L’engin espion russe « Luch/Olymp K-2 » est soupçonné de s’être approché de deux satellites 
français (Trad.: Russian spy craft "Luch/Olymp K-2" suspected of approaching two French 
satellites)
DigitalArsenal, an US company specializing in geospatial data analysis, has identified one of these as the French EutelSat 
3B, developed by Airbus Defence & Space. Luch-Olymp K2 is also said to have recently lingered near Eutelsat 9B, which 
provides satellite coverage for TV channels. #LuchOlymp #Satellite
Link: https://www.opex360.com/2023/10/26/lengin-espion-russe-luch-olymp-k-2-est-soupconne-de-setre-approche-
de-deux-satellites-francais/
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REGULATION
A Cybersecurity Framework for Mitigating Risks to Satellite Systems
Given the potential threats satellites face, a comprehensive cybersecurity framework is necessary to mitigate these risks. 
Engineering universities and tech organizations must also collaborate with government agencies and other entities 
engineering and building satellites to create and implement a comprehensive cybersecurity, privacy, and resilience 
framework to regulate the industries expanding the use of space vehicles. #NIST #CybersecurityFramework
Link: https://www.darkreading.com/risk/cybersecurity-framework-mitigating-risks-satellite-systems 

TECHNOLOGY

Adtran tackles GPS vulnerabilities with Satellite Time and Location technology
Adtran launched new synchronization solutions featuring Satellite Time and Location (STL) technology to address the 
growing vulnerabilities of GPS and other GNSS systems to jamming and spoofing attacks. #Anti-jamming 
#GPSvulnerabilities
Link: https://www.helpnetsecurity.com/2023/10/27/adtran-osa-5405-s/ 
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CyberInflight is a Market Intelligence company dedicated to the topic of Space Cybersecurity. The company 
provides strategic market and research reports, bespoke consulting, market watch & OSINT researches and 

cybersecurity awareness training.
Contact us at: research@cyberinflight.com
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The Challenges and Opportunities of Cryptography, Quantum Security & Cyber Systems for Space-
Tech Security
The UK Space Conference session is expected to give an insight into how the approach to cyber securing assets fits with 
that of the community as a whole to promote resilience at an eco-system level. #Conference #UKSpaceConference
Link: https://www.linkedin.com/posts/third-planet-orbital_uksc2023-thirdplanetorbital-cybersecurity-activity-
7122929852118122496-Pwko/
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